
The Visual Impairments Reflective Design Cards aim to support structured reflection on the 
interactional competencies of VIP and the social and situational factors surrounding their 
everyday technology use. The deck consists of five card categories: competencies, tools, 
activities, relations, and locations.  
 
This material addresses the need for reflecting on and challenging assumptions about VIP and 
how they conduct everyday activities. These cards have been used in workshop sessions in 
conjunction with video demonstrations of technology in use to prompt conversations between 
design practitioners, researchers, and users with and without visual impairments. The structure 
of the workshop sessions is as follows:  
 

 
 
See more details on the forthcoming publication on https://doi.org/10.1145/3546155.3546697, 
and https://www.reyescruz.com/ for the authors’ version.  
 
It is worth noting that these cards are not meant for replacing VIP’s meaningful involvement in 
design activities. Although other implementations and adaptations of these cards are 
encouraged, we profoundly recommend a sensible use, always in presence of visually impaired 
participants that can add upon or correct initial assumptions caused by the cards. Therefore, 
VIP’s participation is a required component of this approach.  
 
The cards are publicly available in four different downloadable formats: 

1. As a PDF containing the cards grouped by category (ideal for online use). 
2. As a PDF containing 4 cards on each page (ideal for printing physical cards). 
3. As a PDF containing 1 card per page (ideal for large print requests). 
4. As a Microsoft Word document containing the textual descriptions of the whole deck 

(ideal for screen reader users and for requesting Braille documents or labels).   
 
These materials are made available under a CC-BY-NC licence. The cards have been created by 
Gisela Reyes-Cruz at the University of Nottingham. The illustrations in the cards are adapted 
from royalty and attribution free sources on Pixabay, a free image repository.  
If you have any comments, suggestions, or requests regarding these cards, please send them to 
agisela83@gmail.com. 
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